
gap { pratial anonymous networking?Krista Bennett and Christian Grotho�S3 lab and CERIAS,Department of Computer Sienes, Purdue Universitykbennett�erias.purdue.edu, grothoff�s.purdue.eduhttp://www.gnu.org/software/GNUnet/Abstrat. This paper desribes how anonymity is ahieved in gnunet,a framework for anonymous distributed and seure networking.The main fous of this work is gap, a simple protool for anonymoustransfer of data whih an ahieve better anonymity guarantees thanmany traditional indiretion shemes and is additionally more eÆient.gap is based on a new perspetive on how to ahieve anonymity. Basedon this new perspetive it is possible to relax the requirements statedin traditional indiretion shemes, allowing individual nodes to balaneanonymity with eÆieny aording to their spei� needs.1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we present the anonymity aspet of gnunet, a framework forseure peer-to-peer networking. The gnunet framework provides peer disovery,link enryption and message-bathing. At present, gnunet's primary appliationis anonymous �le-sharing. The anonymous �le-sharing appliation uses a ontentenoding sheme that breaks �les into 1k bloks as desribed in [1℄. The 1k bloksare transmitted using gnunet's anonymity protool, gap. This paper desribesgap and how it attempts to ahieve privay and salability in an environmentwith maliious peers and atively partiipating adversaries.The gnunet ore API o�ers node disovery, authentiation and enryptionservies. All ommuniation between nodes in the network is on�dential; nohost outside the network an observe the atual ontents of the data that owsthrough the network. Even the type of the data annot be observed, as all paketsare padded to have idential size. Availability is guarded by an aounting shemethat is based upon link authentiation and whih does not require end-to-endknowledge about transations [10℄.The goals of the gnunet projet are to explore the possibilities and limitationsof seure peer-to-peer networking. Ahieving privay is a signi�ant problem forpeer-to-peer tehnology, even when no spyware is bundled with appliations. Ad-ditional seurity features are needed before peer-to-peer networks an be trustedto store more sensitive data, suh as medial reords. gnunet is a strit peer-to-peer network in whih there are no nodes exerising ontrol over the network.? Portions of this work were supported by sponsors of CERIAS



2 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�Any kind of entral server would open the network to attaks, whether by at-takers trying to ontrol these entities, legal hallenges, or other threats whihmight fore operators of suh ritial and exposed nodes out of business. Thebest way to guard against suh attaks is not to have any entralized servies.gap strives to ahieve initiator and responder anonymity in relation to allother entities, inluding gnunet routers, ative and passive adversaries, and theresponder or initiator respetively. The ations involved in publishing ontent areindistinguishable from those involved in responding to requests; thus, responderanonymity overs publisher anonymity in gap. It is not possible for peers toretrieve ontent from publishers that do not use gap. Also, ontent migrates overthe network. Beause of this, even if responder anonymity is broken, there willbe no ertainty that the original publisher has been identi�ed. While anonymityfor intermediaries would be desirable, partiipation in a protool on the Internetis generally visible to any powerful adversary. Thus, gap does not strive to hidepartiipation in the protool. For gap, it is only important that no adversaryan orrelate an ation with the initiating partiipant.The most signi�ant di�erene between gap and prior mix-based protools isthat traditional mix protools always perform soure rewriting at eah hop. gapmixes an speify a return-to address other than their own, thereby allowing thenetwork to route replies more eÆiently. gap does not attempt to avoid a diretnetwork onnetion between initiator and the responder. In order to ahieveanonymity, it is only important to deouple the relationship between the initiatorand the ation. Thus, anonymity is ahieved if an adversary annot determinethe initiator of an ation. This an be ahieved by making the initiator looklike an intermediary: a partiipant that is merely routing data. This realizationallows gap to bypass a typial restrition on most indiretion-based anonymousrouting protools whih require that either the reply takes exatly the samepath as the request [5, 13℄ or the path is statially predetermined and annot beoptimized en route [3, 12, 21℄. Some protools, like [19℄, use multiasts for thereply, but these onsume large amounts of bandwidth.In order to understand how gap works it is important to realize that given apowerful global passive adversary, the operation of proxy servies like the websiteanonymizer.om, whih are generally pereived to be anonymizing requests fromtheir ustomers, degenerates to a situation where the ustomers merely provideover traÆ for the proxy servie. The only entity whih an then proeed withreasonable anonymity by using the proxy servie is the atual operator of theproxy servie (if they use the servie from within). Similar problems arise formany other entralized anonymity systems (even the ones that use distributedtrust), sine they do not provide over traÆ for senders and reeivers. A globalpassive adversary an attak these shemes by treating the whole set of mixesas a blak box and simply looking at the messages going in and oming out atthe initial entry point and �nal exit point. This type of network-edge analysis ismade impossible in a peer-to-peer network where reeivers and senders are partof the mix. Tarzan [9℄ is an anonymizing peer-to-peer infrastruture where theinitiators are part of the mix network. Tarzan annot anonymize responders sine



gap { pratial anonymous networking 3they are not part of the mix network. Sine ensors typially prefer to attakthe small set of publishers instead of the large group of readers, gap's approahof anonymizing both senders and reeivers has potentially broader appliabilityand greater usefulness in ensorship-resistant networking.Anonymity and the Adversarial ModelA ommuniation is de�ned to be anonymous with a probability p if the adver-sary annot prove with probability greater than p that a node was the initiatoror the responder in that ommuniation. For the disussion in this paper, the ad-versary is assumed to have no means other than the interations of the nodes viathe protool to determine if a node was the initiator. The paper will show thatgiven ertain assertions about the adversary, a node using gap an determine itsdegree of anonymity and trade anonymity for eÆieny. Note that the questionof whether or not a system is suÆiently anonymous for a spei� appliationdepends entirely on that appliation's purpose and, thus, the hoie of p mayvary. This allows nodes to operate more eÆiently whenever appliable.It is important to note that the burden of proof is put on the adversary.The adversary must identify a node and prove that a ommuniation originatedfrom there. If the legal system were to require the initiator to disprove being theorigin, anonymity beomes essentially illegal. Aside from the restrition of onlyusing evidene obtained from protool-related interations to prove that a nodeperformed a partiular ation, the adversarial model for gap allows the adver-sary to do almost anything but break ryptographi primitives. The adversaryis assumed to see all enrypted and unenrypted traÆ between all nodes at alltimes, but annot derypt enrypted traÆ between two nodes where neithernode is ontrolled by the adversary. The adversary ontrols an arbitrary num-ber of nodes in the network and the nodes are free to ollaborate out-of-band.Adversarial nodes an violate the protool and/or be well-behaved partiipantsin the network. The adversary an also interrupt ommuniations between ar-bitrary nodes in the network. Sine gnunet is a peer-to-peer network in whihevery peer has willingly joined and where no messages are sent to mahines thatare not part of the overlay network, problems with exit-nodes [6℄ whih om-muniate with the �nal reipient (who often is not part of the network) do notarise.While the adversary desribed above is extremely powerful, its power must belimited slightly. The reason for this is that if the adversary is able to ontrol (or atleast derypt) all traÆ that a node sends or reeives, the node annot engagein any anonymous ommuniation. This is true for all anonymous networks,however. Thus, in order to provide the user with any degree p > 0 of anonymity,any protool requires that a node must be able to ommuniate with at leastone other node that is not ontrolled by a maliious adversary.gap annot prove that the adversary is bound by this onstraint in pratie.In fat, even a powerful adversary that obeys this rule an break anonymity ingap with a ertain probability p. The degree of anonymity p provided by gapdepends on the strength of the adversary and the internal trade-o�s that the



4 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�individual node hooses to take. Note that the trade-o� is not negotiated withother peers and does not impat their operation. The determination of the degreeof anonymity that an be ahieved is based on an estimate of the power of theadversary, whih must essentially be guessed. If the guess is that the adversaryontrols all ommuniations, the result would be that in order to ahieve anydegree p > 0 of anonymity, no ommuniation may take plae.2 Anonymity in gnunetThis setion desribes how anonymity is ahieved in gnunet using gap. In or-der to be able to evaluate the anonymity guarantees that gap provides, a newperspetive on how indireting ommuniations results in anonymity is �rst de-sribed. Then the sheme employed in gap is laid out and its guarantees andeÆieny are disussed.2.1 Hiding the Initiator of AtivityConsider the senario illustrated in �gure 1. In this senario, a node reeives twoqueries and sends three. In this piture, the two nodes that sent their queries
A

B CFig. 1. Hidingare exposed; node A an orrelate these nodes with their queries, as a traÆanalysis reveals that both B and C sent a query. Also an external adversary antell that B and C started some ommuniation. If A is allowed to send a querytwie, traÆ analysis alone annot reveal if A sent a new query or was merelyindireting queries from other nodes.In this sense, indiretions do not hide the original senders B and C frompowerful adversaries; instead, indiretions obfusate what the node that is indi-reting is doing. No sheme that tries to ahieve anonymity on an observable,open network an hide the fat that a node is partiipating. The best a sheme



gap { pratial anonymous networking 5an do is guarantee that no adversary an distinguish ativity that a node initi-ates from mere partiipation in the protool. The example above demonstratesthat a node an hide its own ativities by handling traÆ for other nodes.2.2 Protool OverviewThe gap protool onsists of two types of messages: queries and replies. A queryonsists of a resoure identi�er (in gnunet, RIPE160 hash odes are used) and anode identi�er that desribes where the reply should be sent. This reply �eld isthe primary di�erene of the wire-format ompared to protools suh as Freenetor Crowds where the reply always goes to the sender of the query. A time-to-live�eld is also inluded for routing purposes. The time-to-live has a pseudo-randominitial value and is deremented by routers with additional pseudo-random om-ponents in the expression. A reply is merely the data that was requested. Com-muniation between nodes uses link enryption; eah node is linked to as manynodes as possible.The resoure identi�er of a query is passed to gap by the appliation layer. Ifa reply is not reeived after a ertain (randomized and exponentially inreasing)amount of time, the query is retransmitted. Queries are searhes; suess is notguaranteed. For example, the resoure may simply be unavailable at the time ofthe query. The appliation layer is responsible for deiding when to give up.After a node reeives a query, it proesses the query by taking the followingsteps:1. Determine if the node is too busy to proess the query. This hek inludesCPU and bandwidth availablility and free spae in the routing table. If thenode is too busy, drop the query and exit.2. Determine if the desired resoure is available loally; if so, enqueue the replyinto the sender queue of the reeiver that was spei�ed by the query.3. Deide how many nodes n the query should be sent to (the query's time-to-live, information about the load, aounting information, and a randomfator inuene the deision); if n > 0, enqueue for sending to n other nodesby doing the following:(a) Deide whether to replae the identi�er of the previous requester withthe loal identi�er based on urrent anonymity goals and load for theloal node.(b) If the node replaes the identi�er of the previous requester with its ownidenti�er, assoiate the previous requester with the query in the \routingtable".() Choose n target nodes and enqueue the n queries.Peers also always:{ Flush individual queues (ontaining a mix of queries and replies) after arandom (but bounded) amount of time.



6 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�{ When reeiving a reply, look in routing table for mathing query and theidentity of the next reeiver. Enqueue the reply, or hand the ontent tothe appliation layer for requests from loal lients. Copy ontent into loalstorage (migration) if ontent is onsidered valuable and spae is available.{ Disard infrequently aessed ontent from loal storage.{ Send random ontent out into the network to provide bakground noise whennetwork is idle (and to boost ontent migration)2.3 Anonymity GuaranteesThis setion presents an analysis of how muh anonymity peers an ahieve usinggap. For the analysis, it is assumed that peers ahieve perfet mixing of messages(queries and replies) in a given time interval. Perfet mixing in this sense meansthat an adversary annot use timing analysis to orrelate messages that the peerreeives with messages that the peer sends. The time-interval for whih this isahieved depends on the delay strategy that the peer is using, but optimal delaystrategies for mixes are out of the sope of this work.In order to answer the question of how strong the anonymity guarantees arethat indiretion an provide, some additional onstraints must be onsidered.The �rst observation is that the more traÆ a node reates, the more foreigntraÆ it must route in order to obsure its own ations. Suppose a node A injetsn queries into the system and routes m queries from other users. An adversarythat does not partiipate in the network but monitors the enrypted traÆ ansee the amount m of data that the node reeived and the amount n+m of datathat A sent. Thus, this simple adversary would determine that any of the queriesoriginated from A with a probability of nn+m .If the adversary uses timing analysis, it is possible for the adversary to exludeertain amounts of traÆ that were routed a long time ago. The interpretationof \long" here depends on the potential delay that a query may typially faein a node. Nodes an delay queries for random amounts of time in order tomake this timing analysis harder. Exessively long delays make the query useless,and indireting the query then beomes equivalent to produing noise (with theexeption that other nodes will not pereive it as suh).Now, suppose that the adversary is atually atively partiipating in thenetwork. In this ase, traÆ that originated from this ative adversary annotbe inluded in m. The adversary knows that this traÆ did not originate fromthe node under srutiny. At this point, it should be lear why the assumptionwas made that every node always interats with at least one node whih does notollaborate with the adversary who is trying to break anonymity. Otherwise, mould be zero and the probability of the node being identi�ed as the originatorwould be nn+m = 1 for any n > 0.The degree of anonymity that an be ahieved depends upon the power of theadversary and the amount of traÆ that a node routes ompared to the amountof traÆ that a node generates. As long as the node is routing foreign traÆ, theadversary an never be absolutely ertain that this node is not the originator.The level of ertainty at whih the adversary will onsider the identity of the



gap { pratial anonymous networking 7originating node suÆiently established depends entirely on the spei�s of theappliation at hand. The next setion disusses how partiipants an individuallytrade anonymity for eÆieny in order to make the degree of anonymity provided�t the needs of their individual appliations.2.4 Trading Anonymity for EÆienySuppose a node A in gap sends a query to node B. Now assume that B for-wards the query to a third node C. Furthermore, suppose that B \maliiously"uses A's address as the return address instead of its own. In this ase, C andetermine that B forwarded the query, and C an eventually send the reply di-retly to A (see �gure 2). The term indiret is used if the node performs soureidentity rewriting. forward is used to indiate that the original sender identityis preserved.
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Fig. 2. Indireting RepliesNotie that while A and C now know eah other, C annot be ertain thatthe query originated from A, and A annot be ertain that the reply originatedfrom C. Both A and C ould simply be nodes that obey the protool and haveindireted the query (or the reply). The anonymity of A and C depends uponhow many pakets they indiret for others; this amount of traÆ is not hangedby B's \maliious" ation. B has not damaged the anonymity of A or C. Onthe other hand, B has potentially damaged its own anonymity. C is now able totell that this partiular query did not really originate from B; all messages thatoriginate from B will have B as the sender, as otherwise B would never reeivethe reply. C an disern that the message from A is not in the set of messagesthat originate from B. By exluding this message from that set, C an inreasethe probability that B is the originator of any of the other messages that B isurrently sending. Thus, C now has a higher hane of guessing whih traÆatually did originate from B.Sine C an also tell that A is loser to the intended reipient of the replythan B, C will send the reply diretly to A. Beause the reply takes the shorter



8 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�path C ! A instead of C ! B ! A, the total amount of traÆ that wasprodued has been redued. This \maliious" behavior of B has improved theeÆieny of the network. Note that B's trade of anonymity for eÆieny doesnot have any e�et on A or C, either in terms of anonymity or of eÆieny.While this tehnique improves bandwidth utilization and lateny for the replyby saving one indiretion, the performane gain ould be even higher. BeauseA and C needed to ommuniate, A may deide to send the next query diretlyto C. If A is likely to send many related queries (related in the sense that theresponses are likely to be loated on the same node), it is reasonable to assumethat C will often be loser to the loation of the doument than B is.1 This way,the number of hops between A and the ontent is dereased, speeding up thedownload proess even further.Let us suppose B is indireting m queries and sending n new queries forits own user. As stated above, this would yield a probability of nm+n that anygiven query originates from B. If m is suÆiently large ompared to n, thisseurity may not be required by B. Indireting m queries and m replies ausesa great deal of work for B. If B hooses not to indiret k queries, and, insteadforwards those queries preserving the original sender address, the probabilitythat an adversary an assign to B to be the originator of a query is inreased tonn+m�k .3 ImplementationAn implementation of gnunet with gap is available on our website athttp://www.gnu.org/software/GNUnet/.3.1 Joining the NetworkA node that wants to join the network must obtain a list of peers that is largeenough to ontain at least one non-adversarial node. The other node must benon-adversarial in the sense that it is not an attaker that will only advertisenodes that are entirely under an adversary's ontrol (in that ase, the adversaryould keep trak of what the new node is doing by making sure that it ommu-niates exlusively with adversarial nodes). If the new node has several initialpubli keys of other nodes, it is suÆient if one of these does not ollaborate withan adversary. For onveniene, gnunet an automatially download addresses ofseveral network entry points from multiple http servers.Eah node in gnunet has an RSA key pair. The nodes use these keys toexhange 128-bit session keys that are used to establish a link-enryption infras-truture between the nodes. Blow�sh is used for the symmetri ipher. Nodesperiodially sign their urrent Internet address (together with a time stamp forexpiration) and propagate this information together with their publi key. Ex-ept for the initial exhange of publi keys that ours when a node joins, thisexhange of publi keys an also use the enrypted hannels.1 The enoding of ontent in gnunet [1℄ requires many related queries before a down-load of a single �le an be ompleted. In other systems, queries may be related lessoften.



gap { pratial anonymous networking 93.2 Queries and RepliesNodes indiret queries and an thereby hide the queries they originate sinesoure rewriting makes all queries sent by the node look uniform. Every nodeuses a ombination of network load and other fators that are internal to thenode to determine how often to indiret queries. If the general network loadis high, then the node indirets fewer queries, assuming that its own traÆ isalready well hidden. If the network load is low, more queries are indireted.Several queries are usually sent out in a group, potentially mixed with othermessages suh as ontent replies or peer advertisements. Grouping several mes-sages to form a larger paket introdues delays and dereases the per-messageoverhead. Enrypted pakets ontaining queries are indistinguishable from pak-ets ontaining other data beause grouping and padding with noise makes themequivalent in size.Eah query ontains the identity of the node where the reply is to be sent.While this was originally the address of the initiator of the query, nodes thatindiret the query must hange this sender identity to math their own. Thisis beause these indireted pakets ould otherwise be distinguished (by the re-eiver) from pakets that originate from the node itself, whih have a di�erentreturn address. The node must keep trak of the queries that it has indiretedso that it an send the reply to the node where the query originally ame from.This statefulness of routing is probably the biggest salability issue in gap. Mixnetworks avoid this issue by keeping the state enrypted in the messages itself.The problem with this approah is that it requires slow publi-key ryptographyto enrypt the reply bloks. Also, query messages and replies have to aomodateenrypted reply bloks. The reply bloks would either have to be signed (inreas-ing the number of publi key operations and the message sizes even further) orwould be subjet to manipulations by maliious hosts, whih ould prevent nodesfrom properly routing the replies. Onion routing also addresses these issues withmixes by adding state (symmetri keys). Note that the number of anonymizingtunnels used in onion routing is typially smaller than the number of messagesin gap; thus, the problem with large routing tables is signi�antly smaller inthe ase of onion routing. For gap, we deided that bandwidth and publi keyoperations will presumably be the bottlenek rather than memory for routinginformation. The implementation of gap ontains various heuristis for estimat-ing how long to keep entries in the routing table (based on time-to-live andimportane of the query). Also note that when downloading a large �le, not allqueries for all bloks have to be parallelized.3.3 Soure rewriting is optional in gapIn gap, the \maliious" behavior desribed in the setion 2.4 is allowed. Nodesusually inrease k if they reeive more traÆ than they are willing or able tohandle. Thus, if nodes reeive a great deal of traÆ, they an improve theirperformane by reduing the number of pakets they indiret. Beause the replies



10 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�are signi�antly bigger than the queries, this behavior an improve the situation(partiularly for bottleneks in the network).It is possible that this behavior ould be exploited in an attak that usesooding of a node, A, with traÆ from a maliious node M whih tries tobreak A's anonymity. As seen before, indireting queries that originate from theattaker M do not ount toward m in the formulas given above beause theadversary knows that they do not ome from A. If A deides that the amount oftraÆ it gets is too high and then starts to preserve the sender addresses of mostqueries from other nodes, m may derease so far that A an no longer protetits own n queries from being disernible by M .The same attak also applies to mixes [6℄ where adversaries that dominatethe traÆ at a mix an dedue the operation of the mix. gap attempts to guardagainst this type of attak by dropping queries from nodes that are generatingexessive amounts of traÆ.3.4 Choosing the Next NodeWhenever a gnunet node reeives a query, it deides how many nodes it willsend the query to based upon its load (CPU, network), the loal redit rating ofthe sender [10℄ and a random fator. The number of nodes that will be hosento reeive the query ould be zero. The nodes that will reeive the query arethen hosen from the list of nodes that the node has established onnetionswith (using a biased random seletion proess). The seletion proess is biasedtoward nodes where the hash of the hostkey is lose to the query using somemetri. This is a variant of the algorithm used by Pastry [15, 2℄. The seletionproess also takes into aount reent network ativity, with preferene givento hot paths. Furthermore, queries are used to pad messages to uniform size,making use of bandwidth that would otherwise be wasted to transmit randomnoise.The query is not sent immediately to the next group of nodes. Instead, it isput in a bu�er that queues data that is to be sent to eah seleted node. Thebu�er is sent whenever it is full, or when a randomized timer goes o�; it analso be entirely disarded if the node deides that it is too busy (note that theprotool does not guarantee reliable delivery).This behavior does not diretly leak any information to an attaker, as it isindependent of the original sender; in fat, the originator has the same haneto reeive the indireted query as everyone else has. Replies are sent bak on thepath that the query took originally, with the potential for shortuts if intermedi-aries do not perform soure rewriting and advertise another peer as the reeiverof the reply.Various attaks an be applied by a powerful adversary to almost any messagerouting sheme. One suh attak would be a timing analysis that looks at thetime that passes between query and reply. This time ould be used to estimate thedistane to the sender. gap defends against this attak by introduing randomamounts of delay for the query and the reply at every step. Furthermore, nodeshoose the routes for a query at random, making the timing results hard to



gap { pratial anonymous networking 11reprodue. Also, as with Freenet [5℄, ontent migration that an be aused bya request onstantly hanges the loation of ontent, making it even harder topinpoint its exat loation.Routing in distributed hash tables suh as Chord [20℄ and Pastry [15℄ issubjet to attaks where the adversary an predit the route of a query. Theadversary an use the likelihood that a given peer will route a query to breakanonymity. gap makes this harder by adding signi�ant amounts of variabilityto the routing proess. One method gap employs to add this variability is tomodify the nature of over noise sent out by peers. Instead of always generatingand injeting noise into the network, peers also look at their lists of pending(unanswered) queries and hoose queries to forward to additional hosts in thehost list who have not yet been sent these queries by this peer. This suÆesto make it plausible for any peer to reeive and then route any query. Thedisadvantage is that gap annot guarantee O(log n) steps for �nding a reply.3.5 Looping Queries: Hops-to-Live and Time-to-LiveSo far, one �eld that is ontained in eah query message, the time-to-live, hasnot been disussed. This �eld is used to bound the extent of the network thatthe query traverses. In partiular, it is needed to prevent queries from loopinginde�nitely. More deterministi routing algorithms, suh as Pastry [15℄ or Chord[20℄, do not have this problem sine by design loops annot our. The morerandom nature of routing in gap an ause queries to loop bak to a peer thathas already forwarded them. Thus, loop detetion is a requirement to preventqueries from staying in the network for too long. Deteting loops by simplyremembering whih queries have been routed in the routing table is not feasiblesine the routing tables are typially unable to keep enough state for all queriesin the network. Therefore, eah query ontains a �eld, the time-to-live, whihbounds how long a query will be routed.Freenet [5℄ uses a very similar sheme. Their routing algorithm deploys ahops-to-live �eld in every query. Every node on the path derements the hops-to-live value by one until it reahes 1. Then, the query is forwarded only with aertain probability. This is needed to prevent an adversary from sending querieswith the lowest hops-to-live value in order to see whih nodes send replies; thosethat reply an be determined not to have forwarded the queries, sine thatwould exeed the hops-to-live value, and the onlusion ould then be drawnthat nodes whih reply are in fat the nodes storing the requested ontent. TheFreenet sheme is problemati in that the adversary an use many probes to testwhether a peer only replies with a ertain probability or with ertainty. Whileontent migration is likely to atually always make the peer under investigationa node storing the ontent, this attak may still work if the adversary knows aset of orrelated queries to probe multiple times with fresh ontent. In gnunet,the blok-enoding of the �les would give any adversary an easy way to produemultiple independent probes to run this probabilisti attak.For this reason, gap does not use a hops-to-live �eld. The semantis of gap'stime-to-live �eld are slightly di�erent. The time-to-live �eld is a relative time



12 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�that spei�es how long peers should route replies for this query. When a peerreeives a query, it adds the time-to-live to its loal time. This new absolute timeis then used to produe a total ordering for all the queries that the peer reeives.The �xed number of routing slots are assigned to the latest queries aordingto that total order. Note that the relative time-to-live �eld in a query an benegative, and that a peer may still route these queries if the replaed routingtable entry is suÆiently old. The total order of the queries guarantees that aquery an not loop in the network.The implementation needs to be areful in routing replies to reeived requests;a node that is replying to a query A should only send replies after the routingtable slot for query A has been alloated for long enough to make it plausiblethat this node has reeived a response for A from another peer. Otherwise, theadversary ould mount an attak where a series of queriesMi is used to overwritea routing table entry for A (and its subsequent reply, of ourse). In this situation,the vitim an only laim a plausible delay for the short time that A was in therouting table. Any additional delay an no longer deeive the adversary beauseresponses to query A from other peers ould obviously not be routed bak tothe adversary after the routing table entry was replaed by one of the Mis. gapdefends against this attak by sending replies only after the query has stayedin the routing table for an amount of time that makes it plausible for the peerto have reeived a reply from elsewhere. Thus, even if a node has the requestedontent, if A disappears from the routing table, the ontent will not be sent.It should be noted that this solution may appear to leave the system open todenial of servie attaks whih would keep the node from being able to routeany ontent at all. However, GNUnet's eonomi model [10℄ ensures that thetraÆ generated by ooding a node eventually auses the ooded node to droptraÆ from the maliious node; thus, the only routing table entries whih willbe overwritten in suh an attak will be those from other abusive nodes.3.6 Measuring AnonymityThe disussion in this setion assumes that the routing in gap is suÆientlyrandom to prevent the adversary from establishing that a node has a low prob-ability of being hosen to route a spei� query. Furthermore, the adversary isnot supposed to be able to orrelate queries (e.g. by the fat that they belongto the same �le). This assumption is often reasonable sine only by having theplaintext of the �le it is possible to make that orrelation. If the adversary doesnot know the exat details of the �le that is being aessed, queries annot beorrelated.From the explanation of how eÆieny an be traded against anonymity insetion 2.4, it should be lear that the degree of anonymity that gap o�ers ison�gurable. If a node injets a query from the user into the network in only1 of 1000 indireted transations, it will surely be more anonymous than if itdoes so in 1 out of 10. Note that there are two parameters here. First, a nodedetermines how muh bandwidth it has available. One that bandwidth quotais exeeded, is eases to perform soure rewriting on the additional traÆ. Next,



gap { pratial anonymous networking 13it hooses how anonymous a spei� download or searh needs to be. Given theurrently available traÆ (whih may be anywhere between the minimal amountof bakground noise and the available bandwidth), it an then injet the queriesat a ertain frequeny into the network.
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Fig. 3. Anonymity and TraÆFigure 3 illustrates this relationship. Suppose that the noise in the networkthat is routed through the node is at least L kbps and that there are no ativeadversaries ontributing to the traÆ in the network. If a node on the networksends requests at a onstant rate r, the probability p that a paket originatesfrom the node is rL = p = 1X . If the available foreign traÆ on the networkinreases above the basi noise level, the anonymity of the node also inreases.At some point, the network traÆ may reah the apaity M of the node; thenode stops routing the additional traÆ, and the maximum degree of anonymityY that the node an ahieve (while sustaining a data rate of r) is rM = 1Y .If a node needs more anonymity than the urrent volume on the network anguarantee, it must slow down the rate r at whih it requests data from thenetwork.With adversaries that have unknown power, the exat degree of anonymityand the probability with whih the adversary an determine the originator an-not be omputed in this manner in pratie. The reason is that this would requireknowledge about how muh traÆ is ontrolled by the adversary. In fat, themore bandwidth an adversary has, the less anonymity an be provided sine theadversary an ood the network with messages. This attak also applies to otheranonymizing networks [6℄. As stated in setion 1, if the adversary ontrols thetraÆ of the entire network, it an always determine with ertainty from wherean ation originated.Estimating the number of adversary-ontrolled hosts in an open networklike gnunet is obviously very diÆult. Proving the authentiity of a remote



14 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�miroproessor [11℄ and (ultimately) the trustworthiness of a remote mahine arestill open problems. gnunet ompensates for the impossibility of guaranteeinganonymity against very powerful attakers by providing deniability [1℄. Even ifa powerful adversary an determine who sent a message, the deniable enodingand searhing mehanism for ontent (see [1℄) ensures that the adversary maystill be unable to determine what the message is about.A situation similar to that in whih an adversary oods the network withknown traÆ ours when there is only the minimal amount of traÆ L on thenetwork, allowing for only a minimal degreeX of anonymity. This situation is notas problemati as it may sound sine peers an start with a very slow downloadrate r. This will inrease the network load on the network, espeially sine idlenodes are likely to spread a query muh further than busy nodes would. Thusthe load on the network will quikly rise (at least in the proximity of the peerstarting the download), allowing the peer to inrease r. Sine gnunet's ontentenoding [1℄ has the inherent property that a downloading node an initiallyonly send a small set of queries (due to the tree-struture of the enoding),the requirement that a node must start with a small r to ahieve anonymityuntil the network load rises is in pratie what the ode must do anyway. Thenetwork always has some level of bakground noise for key exhange and nodeadvertisement propagation that should be suÆient for a node to hide the originof a single query.4 Related WorkIndiretion, delays and noise have been used to ahieve anonymity long beforegap [3, 21, 12℄. Interestingly, the traditional pereption has foused on deou-pling the identity of the reeiver from the identity of the responder by plaingan anonymizing servie like anonymizer.om in the middle. While this approahworks for weak adversaries like web-site operators that only see the intermedi-ary's IP in their logs, it does not help against adversaries that an perform traÆanalysis and even beome a part of the anonymizing infrastruture.Indireting all ommuniations is also very ostly. For example, in Freenet [5℄,the number of indiretions is determined by the length of the searh path thatthe query takes until a node that has the ontent is found. Thus, if the searhpath has length l, there are l transfers of the ontent. The traÆ overhead is thenapproximately (l � 1) � s where s is the size of the ontent. Freenet attempts toounter this problem by using lever routing and ontent migration strategies tominimize l. The design does not allow the user to trade anonymity for eÆieny.Other systems, like Crowds [13℄, allow the user to set the number l of in-diretions that the system should aim for. While the traÆ overhead is again(l� 1) � s, the l an be adjusted. The authors desribe a network where n nodesindiret requests with a probability pf . The degree of anonymity that Crowdso�ers is de�ned as the probability that a node ollaborating with the adversaryreeives a ommuniation from the node that atually sent the request. As with



gap { pratial anonymous networking 15gap, the (unknown) strength of the adversary makes it impossible in pratieto determine the exat degree of anonymity that is ahieved.The analysis of Crowds assumes that all nodes are equally ative and thusequally suspiious. Even if the adversary has only  nodes under ontrol, traÆanalysis may give muh better data about whih node is responsible for thequery { even under the assumption that traÆ between the n�  non-maliiousnodes annot be derypted. Sending noise to make the traÆ analysis harder isnot disussed and would, of ourse, inrease the network load beyond (l� 1) � s.In Crowds [13℄, a probabilisti attak is desribed that an be used to inferthe identity of the initiator. The attak is based upon the idea that an adver-sary ould attempt to orrelate multiple transfers over the network and theninfer the initiator who would have a higher-than-average hane of being thesender. Hordes [19℄ attempts to make this attak more diÆult by using mul-tiasts for replies, hoosing a di�erent path through the network from initiatorto responder than the path bak from responder to initiator. The probabilistiattak desribed requires not only that the adversary ontrol nodes that arepartiipating in the network, but also that the adversary is able to relate multi-ple transations. In gnunet, transations annot be orrelated sine neither thequery nor the reply reveal any ontext unless the adversary knows exatly whatontent is transmitted. Thus, in this ase, a probabilisti intersetion attak overtime will not help to reveal the identity of the user.Another distributed network with anonymity goals is P5 [18℄. P5 uses broad-asts (or multiasts) for data transfer. It ahieves salability by dividing thenetwork into a tree-hierarhy of small broadast groups. For sender-anonymity,P5 nodes onstantly broadast noise in order to disguise ative phases. Reeiveraddresses in P5 are addresses of these broadast groups. A peer in one of thebroadast groups an advertise any group that is loated higher up in the treeas its address. Eah group forwards all reeived messages to all hild-groups.Messages are dropped if the network load gets to high. Messages that have beenaddressed to a less spei� group will be dropped earlier. Thus by advertisinga less speify broadast group the anonymity of a peer an be inreased sinethe number of groups that may reeive the reply is larger. Advertising a morespei� group on the other hand improves the lateny of the peer sine fewermessages will be dropped. The overall traÆ in P5 is assumed to be always atthe maximum of what the peers an sustain. Thus P5 allows peers to trade-o�anonymity for lateny but not for bandwidth.DC-net is an anonymous network based on the Dining Cryptographers pro-tool [4℄ that requires eah node to ommuniate with eah other node for everymessage. Onion Routing is based upon Chaum's mixes [3℄. For eah message,the user hooses a path though the mix-network and enrypts the message withthe publi keys of eah of the mixes. The message is then sent along that pathand as long as not all nodes on the path are ompromised, the identity of theinitiator is not diretly exposed.In most of the networks above, the anonymity of a node depends upon thebehavior of the other nodes in the network. In gap, eah node is able to indi-



16 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�vidually hoose whether to exhange portions of its own anonymity for its owneÆieny without impating the seurity of other nodes.Comparing Anonymous ProtoolsWe now ompare gap to related anonymity protools, fousing on P5 [18℄,Freenet [5℄, DC-Net [4℄, mixes [3℄, Onion-Routing [21℄, Crowds [13℄, Hordes [19℄and a simple proxy. Note that the designs ompared here address very di�erentappliations, from interative anonymous browsing to high-lateny anonymousmail. The systems di�er widely in their respetive osts and bene�ts and it isthus diÆult if not impossible to make a fair omparison.P5, DC-Net and Hordes rely on broadasts or multiasts for ommuniations;all of the other protools use uniast. gap and Freenet use uniast, but nodesmay hoose to route the same message to multiple nodes (whih ould be seenas appliation-level multiast); however, these dupliates are atually proessedby eah reipient (as opposed to most anonymizing multiast shemes, in whihevery reipient but one just sees the traÆ as noise).Most anonymous protools ahieve at least some form of initiator (or sender)anonymity. In the ase of a proxy, the sender is only anonymous in relation tothe responder, not in relation to the proxy, as the sender's identity and dataare diretly exposed to the proxy. In mix networks, if the initiator is not part ofthe mix network, initiator anonymity is again only partial for the same reason.In these anonymizing networks, there is a single point of failure (typially the�rst hop) at whih a node ontrolled by the adversary an be used to fullyexpose the initiator. One ould argue that the message is enrypted and an onlybe derypted by the �nal reipient and, thus, that anonymity is not violated.But even when the ontents are not exposed, it is still possible to orrelate thetransation with the sender. While our de�nition of anonymity allows that theadversary may see partiipation in the network, it does not allow the adversaryto determine that a peer atually initiated a transation.In P5, Freenet and gap responder anonymity is ahieved in addition to senderanonymity. This is beause the reply gets anonymized as it goes bak through thenetwork and the responder is not known to the initiator. The responder is alsoanonymous in DC-Nets, sine the protool only deals with one-way broadastmessages (symmetry). Mixes and Onion Routing an have anonymous respon-ders when reply-bloks are published, but not all responders are anonymous bydefault. Crowds and Hordes require prior knowledge of the responder by the ini-tiator, thus making responder anonymity impossible unless a publi rendezvouspoint is used [16℄. Mixminion [6℄ disusses attaks on mix networks.Some protools allow nodes to trade anonymity for eÆieny in order toimprove performane. With a simple proxy, DC-Net or Freenet, the degree ofanonymity is �xed by the irumstanes. In Crowds and Hordes, a node anhoose to redue the number of indiretions on the ommuniations path (orthe size of the multiast group in the ase of replies in Hordes), inreasing theeÆieny of the network. Note that a node that redues its number of indiretionsredues the load on other nodes in the network, but not the load on itself (thusreduing inentive to make this trade-o�). Also, joining a larger multiast group



gap { pratial anonymous networking 17in P5 or Hordes a�ets other nodes that will reeive additional useless multiasttraÆ. With gap, a node that indirets a query but tells the reipient to short-ut the response atually is able to redue its own load (sine it does not haveto route the reply) without having an impat on the anonymity or load of anyother node.Attakers that atively partiipate in the protool are hard to defend against.The best defense is a DC-Net where a single non-ollaborating node an thwartan attak against any node exept itself. In the ase of a proxy, the only node inthe network must be trusted; thus, a \ollaborative" attak will always sueed.In P5, an adversary must ontrol the respetive multiast group (whih an besmall) in order to asertain the identity of the reipient. Freenet, Onion Routingand Crowds (and to a lesser degree Hordes) are vulnerable to the probabilistiattak over time desribed in [13, 19℄. In gap, the adversary must ontrol asigni�ant portion of the bandwidth that a node is routing in order to be able todetermine with reasonable probability whih traÆ was initiated by that node.Freenet and gap are anonymity protools that have built-in ontent loationapabilities. P5 requires knowledge about the address of a multiast group on-taining the responder. All other systems ompared require prior knowledge bythe initiator about the address of the responder.P5 and Mixes require one or more publi key operations per request on eahnode proessing the message; the other systems require only symmetri opera-tions for eah request after an initial publi key exhange that is used to establishlink enrypted hannels.4.1 Other anonymizing systemsTarzan [9℄ is a peer-to-peer system that allows IP-level anonymization of InternettraÆ based on onion routing. Tarzan annot o�er responder anonymity. Worsefor the user is probably the fat that appliations that use Tarzan are typiallynot aware of the anonymization requirements. Users are likely to use Tarzanin ombination with appliations suh as web-browsers or mail lients that willoften allow the responder to identify the user due to information leaked in thehigher-level protool that is tunneled in the anonymizing IP layer infrastruture.Morphmix [14℄ improves on mixes by using a witness to help selet the paththrough the network. In this way, the initiator does not need to know a largeset of peers in order to build an anonymous tunnel to the reeiver. Like Tarzan,Morphmix is a peer-to-peer network where the set of mixes is large and dynami,as opposed to stati sets that were used in previous arhitetures.Peer-to-peer networks like Tarzan, Morphmix and gnunet are faed with theproblem that there is no operator that is responsible for keeping the networkrunning. This makes these open networks an easy target for adversaries thatare powerful enough to disrupt Internet onnetions. Individual peers maybeisolated from all other peers on the IP level and be only allowed to onnet tonodes ontrolled by the adversary. Peer-to-peer users would probably not evennotie this type of attak sine peers are always onsidered to be unreliable,thus not being able to reah a large fration of the peers would be onsiderednormal. gnunet attempts to make this attak harder by providing a transport



18 Krista Bennett, Christian Grotho�abstration that an tunnel gap messages in other protools, suh as SMTP [8℄,making it harder for the adversary to disrupt all ommuniations without beingnotied.4.2 Measuring Anonymitygap's model for anonymity is probability based. [7, 17℄ have desribed why anapproah based on probabilities does not prevent individual peers from stikingout. A peer that has only a probability of 5% to be the originator of a querymay still be an easy target if all other peers have a signi�antly lower proba-bility, say 1%. [7, 17℄ proposed an entropy based anonymity metri that takesthe probability distribution into aount. In this information theoreti approah,the resulting metri expresses how many bits of information the adversary wouldneed to expose a peer. It turns out to be diÆult to apply this metri to gapsine omputing the entropy of the network requires a global view of the networkthat typial peers do not have. Thus peers an only attempt to redue their in-dividual probabilities, but they an not do this based on knowledge about theglobal distribution.The entropy based metri shows that all anonymizing protools need to at-tempt to balane probabilities as muh as possible. While this requirement wastaken into aount when gap was designed, future work will be needed to for-mally determine the amount of information leaked by the protool for a giventype of adversary.5 Future WorkThe disussion of gap in this paper has foused on a single query sent by theinitiator. In pratie, downloading a �le in gnunet will require multiple queries.While an ative adversary as desribed in the introdution annot orrelatethese queries, a ontent-guessing global ative adversary that has obtained the�le that the user is downloading (e.g. by downloading it for himself) will beable to orrelate these queries. If the adversary is able to orrelate queries, itmay be possible for the ative adversary to infer the identity of the initiatorprobabilistially. Better defense against this type of attak is an open issue.In this paper we have also assumed that the mixing performed by the peeris optimal. While improving mix algorithms is basially an orthogonal issue toindiretion-based anonymization protools, the routing deisions made at eahpeer impat the mixing strategy; this makes this type of mixing slightly di�erentin omparison to traditional mix networks in whih the next hop is determinedentirely by the message itself. In general, salable anonymous routing strategiesare still an open problem. We hope to evaluate the salability of the routingstrategy presented in this paper in the future.Content migration is another issue. If a peer sends out loal ontent that doesnot orrespond to any query that it has reently reeived, the reipient knowsthat the sender stored the ontent. One solution to this is to randomly forwardontent on a frequent basis that the peer reeived but did not store loally.
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